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Abstract
We show that simple patch-based models, such as epitomes
[20], can have superior performance to the current state of
the art in semantic segmentation and label super-resolution,
which uses deep convolutional neural networks. We derive
a new training algorithm for epitomes which allows, for the
first time, learning from very large data sets and derive a label
super-resolution algorithm as a statistical inference algorithm
over epitomic representations. We illustrate our methods on
land cover mapping and medical image analysis tasks.
1. Introduction
Deep convolutional networks have become a tool of choice
in modern computer vision. These models typically outperform
other approaches in core vision tasks such as object recognition
and segmentation, but also suffer from several drawbacks.
First, the models are hard to interpret, which makes them
difficult to improve by adding common-sense priors into
the architecture. Instead, researchers use expensive data
augmentation procedures to add desired invariances (e.g., to
rotation or color shifts) and brute-force architecture search to
improve the state-of-the-art. Second, these models are usually
trained in a supervised fashion on large amounts of labeled data,
while in most applications labels are sparse, leading to a variety
of domain adaptation challenges. Third, there is evidence of
failure of the architecture choices which were meant to promote
the networks’ reasoning over large distances in images. The
effective receptive field [24] of the networks – the distance at
which far-away pixels stop contributing to the activity of deeper
neurons – is relatively small, often just a dozen pixels or so.
With the third point in mind, in this paper we ask a simple
question, the answer to which can inform a research agenda
in building models which are interpretable, can be pretrained
in an unsupervised manner, adopt priors with ease, and are
amenable to intuitive and well-understood statistical inference
techniques: If state-of-the-art models effectively use only small
image patches for vision tasks, and learn from billions of pixels,
then how would simple nearest-neighbor-based approaches
perform, and can they be made practical computationally?
We show that models based on epitomic representations [20],
illustrated in Fig. 2, match and surpass deep CNNs on several
weakly supervised segmentation and domain transfer tasks
where U-Nets have been the state-of-the-art.
For example, in Fig. 1 we show a patch of aerial imagery
and the output of a U-Net [36] trained to predict land cover.
The network incorrectly classifies as vegetation the road
pixels that appear in tree shadows. The model was trained
on a large land cover map [8, 35] that presents plenty of
opportunities to learn that roads are long and uninterrupted.
The land cover data contains many more long-range patterns
that would help see rivers through a forest, recognize houses
based on their proximity to roads, etc., but U-Nets, though
having state-of-the-art performance, do not seem to learn such
large-scale patterns. This myopic behavior has been observed
in other architectures as well [24, 7, 14].
In contrast, our algorithms directly model small image
patches, forgoing long-range relationships. As generative
models of images, epitomes are highly interpretable: they
look like the images they were trained on (Fig. 2). Our
generative formulation of image segmentation allows the
inference of labels in the latent variable space, with or without
high-resolution supervision (Fig. 4). They achieve comparable
performance to the state-of-the-art CNNs on segmantic
segmentation, and surpass the CNNs’ performance in domain
transfer and weakly supervised (label super-resolution) settings.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) As previous epitome training algorithms fail to fit large
epitomes well, we develop new algorithms that are suitable for
mining self-similarity in very large datasets.
(2) We develop a new label super-resolution formulation
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Figure 1: Gradient-based effective receptive field estimation: We use the gradients from selected intermediate layers to the input
image to estimate the size of the effective receptive field. In (e), we visualize the normalized gradient map (at a single coordinate
shown on green in (d)) of the U-Net’s bottleneck (highest downsampling) layer with respect to the input image; (f) shows gradients
of the final layer for the same pixel. The dark squares show the theoretical receptive field of the layers in question (139× 139 for
the bottleneck and 183× 183 for the final layer). However, the gradient map (f) suggests that the effective receptive field is only
about 13× 13 pixels on average.
that mines image self-similarity using epitomes or directly in
a single (small) image.
(3) We show how these models beat the recent neural
network state of the art in aerial and pathology image analysis.
(4) We illustrate that our approaches allow and even benefit
from unsupervised pre-training (separation of feature learning
from label embedding).
(5) We show that our approaches deal with data size
gracefully: we can train an epitome and embed labels using
a large high-resolution, fully labeled aerial imagery / land cover
training set and obtain better transfer in a new geography than
U-Nets [25, 35], but we get even better label super-resolution
results by analyzing one quarter-kilometer tile at a time.
Figure 2: A quarter of an epitome (µi,j shown) trained on aerial
imagery (left) and an epitome trained on pathology slides (right).
Note the two overlapping 31× 31 windows: the patches are dis-
tant in color space, but their corresponding mixture components
share parameters on the intersection. The epitomes are 200×
and 30000× smaller, respectively, than their total training data.
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2. Epitomes as segmentation models
Epitomes [20] are an upgraded version of a Gaussian
mixture model of image patches. In this section we present, for
completeness, the definition of these models. We then explain
how they can be turned into segmentation models.
Consider a training set consisting of image patches xt
unwrapped as vectors xt = {xti,j,k}, where i, j are coordinates
in the patch and k is the spectral channel (R,G,B,. . . ), and the
corresponding vector of one-hot label embeddings yt = {yti,j,`},
` ∈ {1, . . . ,L}.
In a mixture model, the distribution over the (image,
label) data is represented with the aid of a latent variable
s ∈ {1, . . . , S} as
p(xt, yt) =
S∑
s=1
p(xt|s)p(yt|s)p(s), (1)
where p(s) is the frequency of a mixture component s, while the
conditional probability p(xt|s) describes the allowed variation
in the image patch that s generates and p(yt|s) describes the
likely labels for it. Under this model, the estimate for yˆ, the
expected segmentation of a new image x, is
p(y|x) =
∑
s
p(s|x)p(y|s), (2)
A natural choice for p(x|s) is a diagonal Gaussian distribution,
p(x|s) =
∏
i,j,k
e−
1
2 (xi,j,k−µs,i,j,k)2/σ2s,i,j,k
(2piσ2s,i,j,k)
1
2
(3)
and for p(y|s) a simple product of categorical distributions
over labels. The mean of the mixture component s contains
pixel values µs,i,j,k, while the covariance matrix is expressed in
terms of its diagonal elements σ2s,i,j,k, the variances of different
color channels k for individual pixels i, j.
Epitomic representations [20] compress this parametrization
by recognizing that patches of interest come from overlapping
regions and that different components s should share parameters.
The component index s = (si, sj) lives on a 2D grid with
toroidal wrap-around, and the parameters are shared:
µs,i,j,k = µsi+i,sj+j,k σ
2
s,i,j,k = σ
2
si+i,sj+j,k (4)
Thus, the epitome is a large grid of parameters µ,σ, so that
the parameters for the mixture component s = (si, sj) start at
position si, sj and extend to the left and down by the size of
the patch, as shown in Fig. 2. Modeling K ×K patches will
takeK2 times fewer parameters for the similar expressiveness
as a regular mixture model trained onK ×K patches. Further,
the posterior p(s|x) ∝ p(x|s)p(s) and other inferences are
efficiently performed using convolutions/correlations, e.g.,
log p(x|si, sj) = const +
∑
i,j,k
xi,j,kµsi+i,sj+j,k (5)
−
∑
i,j,k
µ2si+i,sj+j,k
σ2si+i,sj+j,k
+ logσ2si+i,sj+j,k.
Epitomes are a summary of self-similarity in the images on
which they are trained. They should thus contain a much
smaller number of pixels than the training imagery, but be much
larger than the patches with which they are trained. Each pixel
in the epitome is contained inK2 patches of sizeK ×K and
can be tracked back to many different positions in many images
through the patch mappings.
Conversely, this mapping of images enables embedding of
labels into the epitome after the epitome of the images x has
been trained. Every location in the epitome m,n will have
(soft) label indicators zm,n,`, computed as
zm,n,` =
∑
t
∑
i,j:(m,n)∈Wi,j
p(si, sj|xt)ytm−si,n−sj,`, (6)
whereWsi,sj represents the epitome window starting at si, sj,
i.e. the set ofK×K coordinates in the epitome that belong to the
mixture component (si, sj). The posterior tells us the strength
of the mapping of the patch xt to each of the components s that
overlap the target positionm,n in the epitome. The correspond-
ing location in the patch of labels yt is (m − si, n − sj), so
ytm−si,n−sj,` is added to the count zm,n,l of label ` at location
(m,n). Finally, we declare p(`|si, sj) ∝ zi,j,`, allowing
inference of ` for a new given image patch by (2).
3. A large-scale epitome training algorithm
Epitomes were used in recognition and segmentation
tasks, e.g. [37, 28, 6, 27, 30, 43, 31, 44]. However, the
standard epitome EM algorithm [20] that maximizes the
data log-likelihood
∑
t log
∑
s p(x
t|s)p(s) is not suitable to
building large epitomes of large data sets due to the “vanishing
posterior” numerical problem. As training advances, the
dynamic range of the posterior p(s|xt) becomes too big for
machine precision, and the small probabilities are set to zero.
Further parameter updates discourage mapping to such unlikely
positions, leading to a die-off of chunks of “real estate” in
the epitome. The problem is exacerbated by the size of the
data (and therefore of the epitome). Due to stability issues or
computational cost, previous solutions to this [21] do not allow
the models to be trained on the scale on which neural networks
are trained, e.g., 200 billion pixels of aerial imagery [25, 35].
The analogous problem exists in estimating the prior p(s) over
epitome locations, which also needs to have a large dynamic
range. If the range is flatter (e.g., if we use a uniform prior) then
maximization of likelihood requires that the epitome learn only
the most frequently seen patterns in the data, replicating slight
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Figure 3: Left: Numerical near-fixed points of naı¨ve epitome
training by SGD without location promotion, caused by vanish-
ing posteriors, and a 399× 399 epitome trained with location
promotion. Right: Non-diversifying (left) and self-diversifying
(right) 499× 499 epitomes trained on imagery of forests.
variations of them everywhere. As imagery is mostly uniform
and smooth, this creates blurry epitomes devoid of rarer features
with higher variances, like various edges and corners.
Instead of EM, we develop a large-scale epitome learning
algorithm combining three important ingredients: stochastic
gradient descent, location promotion techniques, and the
diversity-promoting optimization criterion:
Stochastic gradient descent. As is typically done in neu-
ral network training, instead of changing the parameters of
the model based on all data at once, we change them in-
crementally using smaller minibatches. Instead of perform-
ing an EM-like set of updates, we update the parameters in
the direction of the sum of the gradients of log-likelihoods
of individual data points ddθ log
∑
t
∑
s p(x
t|s)p(s), where
θ = {µi,j,k,σ2i,j,k, p(si, sj)}. Note that gradient descent alone
does not solve the vanishing posterior problem, as the posterior
also factors into the expression for the gradient (see the appendix
for details). In fact, SGD makes the situation worse (Fig. 3) be-
cause the model parameters evolve before all of the data is seen,
thus speeding up the extinction of the epitome’s “real estate”.
Location promotion. To maintain the relatively uniform
evolution of all parts of the epitome, we directly constrain the
learning procedure to hit all areas of the epitome, on average,
through a form of posterior regularization [13]. We want:
∀(i, j) : 1
T
∑
t
p(si, sj|xt) > .
Within an SGD framework, this can be accomplished simply
by keeping countersRi,j at each position i, j and incrementing
them by the posterior p(i, j|xt) upon every sample xt, then
disallowing mapping to the windows si, sj which contain the
most frequently mapped pixels. In particular, we compute a
mask M = {Ri,j < c/N2}, where N ×N is the size of the
epitome, for some small constant c < 1, and optimize only
log
∑
(i,j)∈M p(x
t|si, sj)p(si, sj) at each gradient descent
step. When |M | > (1− δ)|N |2 for some small δ, all counters
are reset to 0. (See the appendix for details.)
Diversification training. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (right),
standard SGD tends to learn uniform patterns, especially when
trained on large datasets. Just like EM, it has to rely on the prior
p(s) to avoid learning blurry epitomes, but the dynamic range
needed to control this is too high. Additionally, through location
promotion, we in fact encourage more uniform coverage of
locations. Thus, we change the optimization criterion from
log-likelihood of all data to log-likelihood of the worst modeled
subset of each batch,
∑
t∈Lp
∑
s p(x
t|s), were Lp is the set
of data in the worst-modeled quantile p (the lowest quarter,
in our experiments) in terms of data likelihood, either under
a previously trained model or under the model being trained
(self-diversification). This version of a max-min criterion
avoids focusing on outliers while ensuring that the data is
uniformly well modeled. The resulting epitomes capture a
greater variety of features, as seen in the right panel of Fig. 3.
The diversification promotion also helps the model generalize
better on the test set, as we show in the experiments.
In the appendix, we provide details of the training parameters,
as well as simple and runnable example training code showing
these methods.
4. Label super-resolution by self-similarity
Labeling images at a pixel level is costly and time-consuming,
so a number of semi-supervised approaches to segmentation
have been studied, e.g., [29, 10, 17, 33]. Recently, [25] pro-
posed a “label super-resolution” technique which uses statistics
of occurrence of high resolution labels within the coarse blocks
of pixels labeled with a different set of low-res classes. For ex-
ample, the US Geological Survey provides a land cover product
[16] at 30m resolution based on 30m satellite imagery. This
means that for 1m-resolution aerial imagery [25, 35], each 30×
30 block of pixels is labeled with one of 20 classes, indexed by c,
such as “open water”, “developed, low intensity”, “pasture/hay,”
“deciduous forest”, etc. Each of these classes has a different com-
position of four high resolution labels indexed by ` (water, tree,
field, impervious). For ease of exposition, we refer to low-res
information as classes and high-res information as labels.
The label super-resolution technique in [25] assumes prior
knowledge of the compositions p(`|c) of high-res labels in low-
res classes and uses them to define an alternative optimization
cost at the top of a core segmentation network that predicts the
high-res labels. Training the network end-to-end with coarse
classes results in a model capable of directly predicting the high-
res labels of the individual pixels. Backpropagation through
such alternative cost criteria is prone to collapse, and [25]
reports best results when the data with high-res labels is mixed
with data with low-res labels (LR). Furthermore, the problem
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is inherently ill-posed: given an expressive enough model and
a perfect learning algorithm, many solutions are possible. For
example, the model could learn to recognize an individual low-
res block and then choose an arbitrary pattern of high-res labels
within it that satisfies the counts p(`|c). Thus the technique
depends on the inductive biases of the learning algorithm and
the network architecture to lead to the desirable solutions.
On the other hand, following statistical models we discuss
here, we can develop a statistical LSR inference technique
from first principles. The data x is modeled by a mixture
indexed by the latent index s. Using this index to also model
the structure in the joint distribution over labels ` and classes c,
the known distribution of labels given the classes should satisfy
p(`|c) =∑s p(`|s)p(s|c). Thus, we find the label embedding
p(`|s) by minimizing the KL distance between the known p(`|c)
and the model’s prediction
∑
s p(`|s)p(s|c), i.e, by solving
p(`|s) = argmax
p(`|s)
∑
c
p(c)
∑
`
p(`|c) log
∑
s
p(`|s)p(s|c),
(7)
where p(c) are the observed proportions of low-res classes in
the data and p(s|c) is obtained as the posterior over s for data
of label c, as we will discuss in a moment. First, we derive an
EM algorithm for solving the problem in Eq. 7 using auxiliary
distributions q`,c(s) to repeatedly bound log
∑
s p(`|s)p(s|c)
and reestimate p(`|s). To derive the E step, we observe that
log
∑
s
p(`|s)p(s|c) = log
∑
s
q`,c(s)
p(`|s)p(s|c)
q`,c(s)
≥
∑
s
q`,c(s) log
p(`|s)p(s|c)
q`,c(s)
.
The bound holds for all distributions q`,c and is made tight for
q`,c(s) ∝ p(`|s)p(s|c). (8)
Optimizing for p(`|s), we get
p(`|s) ∝
∑
c
p(c)p(`|c)q`,c(s). (9)
Coordinate ascent on the ql,c(s) and p(`|s) by iterating (8) and
(9) converges to a local maximum of the optimization criterion.
Therefore, all that is needed for label super-resolution are
the distributions p(s|c) that tell us how often each mixture
component is seen within the class c. Given low-res labeled
data, i.e., pairs (xt, ct) and a trained mixture model for image
patches xt, the answer is
p(s|c) ∝
∑
t:ct=c
p(s|xt). (10)
In other words, we go through all patches, look at the posterior
of their assignment to prototypes s, and count how many times
each prototype was associated with each of the classes.
Figure 4: Left: Two image patches are shown mapped to
a piece of an epitome. Below the source image, we show
class labels for 30×30m blocks color-coded according to the
standard NLCD scheme. Below the epitome we show a piece
of the class embedding p(s|c) at a pixel level, Eq. 11 using
the same color scheme with NLCD colors averaged based on
these statistics. Below the class embedding we show the piece
of the output of the label super resolution algorithm in Section
4. Right: The full epitome and its embeddings.
The epitomic representation with its parameter sharing has
an additional advantage here. With standard Gaussian mixtures
of patches, the level of the super-resolution we can accomplish
is defined by the size of the patch xwe use in the analysis, be-
cause all of the reasoning is performed on the level of the patch
index s, not at individual pixels. Thus, to get super-resolution at
the level of a single pixel, our mixture model would have to be
over individual pixels, i.e., a simple color clustering model (see
the appendix for examples). With epitomes, however, instead of
using whole patch statistics, we can assign statistics p(m,n|c)
to individual positions in the epitome,
p(m,n|c) ∝
∑
t
∑
i,j
p(m− i, n− j|xt)[ct = c], (11)
where p(·, ·|xt) is the posterior over positions. This equation rep-
resents counting how many times each pixel in the epitome was
mapped to by a patch that was inside a block of class c, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4: While the two patches map close to each other
into the epitome, the all-forest patch is unlikely to cover any
piece of the road. Considering all patches in a larger spatial con-
text, the individual pixels in the epitome can get statistics that dif-
fer from their neighbors’. This allows the inference of high-res
labels ` for the entire epitome, shown with its embedding of low-
res classes c and super-resolved high-res labels ` on the right.
In summary, our LSR algorithm uses the epitome model of
K×K patches to embed class labels on an individual pixel level
using Eq. 10, and then solves for the likelihood of different high-
res labels zsi,sj,` = p(`|si, sj) using the EM algorithm that
iterates Eqs. 8 and 9, using Eq. 11 in place of p(s|c) . Once the
estimate of the high res labels is computed for each position in
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the epitome, we can predict labels in imagery using Eq. 2. This
procedure performs probabilistic reasoning over the frequencies
of repeating patterns in imagery labeled with low resolution
classes to reason over individual pixels in these patterns.
5. Experiments
5.1. Land cover segmentation and super-resolution
Our first example is the problem of land cover segmentation
from aerial imagery. We work with the data studied by [35],
available for 160,000km2 of land in the Chesapeake Bay
watershed (Northeast US):
(1) 1m-resolution aerial imagery from USDA NAIP taken
in the years 2013-4; (2) High-resolution (1m) land cover
segmentation in four classes (water, forest, field/low vegetation,
built/impervious) produced by [8]; (3) Low-resolution (30m)
land cover labels from the USGS NLCD [16].
As in [35], the data is split into South and North regions,
comprising the states of MD, VA, WV, DE (S) and NY and PA
(N). Our task is to produce 1m-resolution land cover maps of
the North region, using only the input imagery, possibly the
low-res labels, and possibly the high-res labels from just the
South region. The predictions can then be evaluated against
the high-res ground truth labels in the North region.
Despite the massive scale of the data, differences such as
imaging conditions and frequency of occurrence of vegetation
patterns make it difficult for neural networks trained to predict
high-res labels from imagery in the South region to transfer
to North. However, in their study of this problem using data
fusion methods, [35] obtained a large improvement in North
performance by multi-task training: the networks were trained
to predict high-res labels with the objectives of (1) cross-entropy
loss against high-res labels in South and (2) super-resolution
loss [25] against the distributions determined by low-res NLCD
labels in North (see the first and third rows of Table 1).
In our approach to the problem, we took the following steps:
Epitome training. We fit eight 499× 499 epitomes to all
available South imagery. To encourage a diversity of repre-
sented land types, for each of the four high-res labels ` (water,
forest, field, built), we trained a self-diversifying epitomeE(`)0
on patches of size 11× 11 to 31× 31 containing at least one
pixel labeled with class `. We then trained a modelE(`)1 on the
quarter of such patches with lowest likelihood underE(`)0 and
a modelE(`)2 on the quarter with lowest likelihood underE
(`)
1 .
The first epitomeE(`)0 was then discarded. The final model is
a uniform mixture of the E(`)i (i = 1,2). The µi,j parameters
of its components can be seen in the left column of Fig. 51.
High-resolution label embedding. We derive high-
1Notice that while the epitomes in each row were trained on patches contain-
ing pixels of a given class `, other classes appear in them as well. For example,
we see roads in the forest epitome (second row), since roads are sometimes
found next to trees (and are poorly modeled by a model of only trees, cf. Fig. 3).
resolution soft label embeddings p(`|i, j) from high-res South
labels by the following procedure: for 10 million iterations,
we uniformly sample a 31 × 31 patch of South imagery xt
and associated high-res labels yt and evaluate the posterior
distribution over positions p((i, j)|xt), then embed the center
11×11 patch of labels yt weighted by the posterior (sped up by
sampling; see the appendix for details). The label embeddings
p(`|(i, j)) are proportional to the sum of these embeddings
over all patches; these quantities estimate the probability that
a patch generated by an epitome window with center near (i, j)
would generate label ` at the corresponding position. The label
embeddings are shown in the middle column of Fig. 5.
Low-resolution NLCD embedding. Using the same set of
epitomes trained on South, we derive the posteriors p(s|c) over
positions s given a low-resolution class c: we sample 11× 11
patches xt from North with center pixel labeled with low-res
class ct and embed the label ct weighted by the posterior
p((i, j)|xt). By (11), p((i, j)|c) is then proportional to the sum
of these embeddings. An example of the embeddings in one
epitome component is shown in Fig. 4.
Epitomic label super-resolution. The joint distribution of
high-res and low-res classes, p(`|c), can be estimated on a small
subset of jointly labeled data; we use the statistics reported by
[25]. We apply our LSR algorithm to the low-res embeddings
p((i, j)|c), the joint p(c, `), and the known distribution p(c) to
arrive at high-res label probabilities at each epitome position,
p(`|(i, j)). They are shown in the right column of Fig. 5.
We evaluate the two epitome embeddings p(`|(i, j)), derived
from high-res labels in South or from low-res classes in North,
on a sample of 1600km2 of imagery in the North region in the
following fashion: we select 31×31 patches xt and reconstruct
the labels in the center 11× 11 blocks as the posterior-weighted
mean of the p(`|(i, j)). At the large scale of data, this requires
an approximation by sampling, see the appendix for details.
The results are shown in the second and last rows of Table 1.
When the area to be super-resolved is small, we can perform
epitomic LSR using the imagery itself as an epitome. We
experiment with small tiles from North (256 × 256 up to
2048× 2048 pixels). For a given tile, we initialize an epitome
with the same size as the tile, with uniform prior, mean equal to
the true pixel intensities, and fixed variance σ2 = 0.01. We then
embed low-res NLCD labels from the tile into this epitome just
as described above and run the LSR inference algorithm. The
probabilities p(`|i, j) are then the predicted land cover labels2.
An example appears in Fig. 6, and more in the appendix. The re-
sults of this self-epitomic LSR, performed on a large evaluation
set dissected into tiles of different sizes, can be seen in Table 1.
Results. From Table 1, we draw the following conclusions:
Epitomes trained only on imagery and high-res labels in
2In these experiments, we found it helpful to work with 2× downsampled
images and use 7× 7 patches for embedding, with approximately 0.05|W |2
patches sampled for tiles of size W ×W , and to normalize the βn,i,j,c by
c to force a uniform posterior on positions.
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Figure 5: Left: Epitomes (total area 2 · 106 pixels) trained on 5 · 109 pixels of South NAIP imagery.
Middle: Land cover embeddings (argmax label shown) derived from high-resolution South ground truth.
Right: Land cover embeddings derived by epitomic LSR from North 30m-resolution NLCD data.
Figure 6: Self-epitomic LSR on a 1024× 1024 patch of land (1). The low-res classes (2) are embedded at locations similar in appear-
ance, yielding (3). The statistical inference procedure described in Sec. 4 produces (4), which closely resembles the ground truth (5).
Model Label training set Acc. IoU
U-Net [35] HR (S) 59.4% 40.5%
Epitome (S imagery) HR (S) 79.5 59.3
U-Net neural LSR [25, 35] HR (S), LR (N) 86.9 62.5
2562 self-epitomic LSR LR (N) 85.9 63.3
5122 self-epitomic LSR LR (N) 87.0 65.3
10242 self-epitomic LSR LR (N) 87.8 66.9
20482 self-epitomic LSR LR (N) 88.0 67.8
All-tile epitomic LSR LR (N) 83.9 58.5
Table 1: Performance of various methods on land cover
segmentation in the North region. We report overall accuracy
and mean intersection/union (Jaccard) index.
South transfer better to North than U-Nets that use the same
data. The U-Nets trained only on imagery and high-res labels in
the South region transfer poorly to North: patterns associated,
for example, with forests in the North are more frequently
associated with fields in South, and the discriminatively trained
models couple the high-frequency patterns in South with their
associated land cover labels.
There is evidence that the far better transfer performance
of the epitomes is due to generative training. First, it is nearly
unsupervised: no labels are seen in training, except to weakly
guide the sampling of patches. Second, diversification training
ensures, for example, that forests resembling those found in
North, while rare, still appear in the epitomes trained on South
imagery and receive somewhat accurate label embeddings. The
posterior on those areas of the epitomes is then much higher
in the North. (In the appendix we show the mean posteriors
over epitome positions illustrating this point.)
The self-similarity in images that defines the repetition of pat-
terns in certain classes is highly local. If we were to study self-
similarity in a large region, we would be bound to find that some
imagery patterns that are associated with a particular high-res
label in one area are less so in another. Therefore, the size of the
area on which to perform LSR reasoning is an important design
parameter. If the area is too small, then we may not get enough
observations of coarse classes to unambiguously assign high-res
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patterns to them: indeed, self-epitomic LSR accuracy increases
with the size of the tile. It is remarkable that we can get better
high-res segmentation results than the state of the art by studying
one 512× 512 patch at a time, together with low-res classes for
30× 30 blocks, and no other training data or high-res labels.
On the other hand, when the area is too large, then the pattern
diversity increases and ambiguity may reduce the effectiveness
of the method. Furthermore, when the data grows larger, self-
epitomic LSR is no longer computationally practicable – the im-
agery must be compressed in an epitome to mine self-similarity.
All-tile epitomic LSR improves over the baseline models al-
though no high-res labels are seen, while the best-performing
U-Nets required high-res labels in South, low-res classes in
North, and imagery from both South and North in training.
5.2. Lymphocyte segmentation in pathology images
Our second example is the task of identifying tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) in pathology imagery. We work
with a set of 50000 240× 240 crops of 0.5µm-resolution H&E-
stained tumor imagery [38]. There is no high-res segmentation
data available for this task. However, [18] produced a set of
1786 images centered on single cells, labeled with whether the
center cell is a TIL, on which our methods can be evaluated.
The best results for this task that used high-resolution su-
pervision required either a manually tuned feature extraction
pipeline and SVM classifier [45, 18] or, in the case of CNNs, a
sparse autoencoder pretraining mechanism [18]. More recently,
[25] nearly matched the supervised CNN results using the neural
label super-resolution technique: the only guidance available to
the segmentation model in training was low-resolution estimates
of the probability of TIL infiltration in 100×100 regions for the
entire dataset derived by [38], as well as weak pixel-level rules
(masking regions below certain thresholds of hematoxylin level).
We address the same problem as [25], using the low-res
probability maps as the only supervision in epitomic LSR:
Epitome training. We train 299× 299 epitomes on patches
of size 11× 11 to 31× 31 intersecting the center pixels of the
images to be segmented. The resulting models trained with and
without self-diversification are shown on the left of Fig. 7.
Low-resolution embedding. Following [25], we define 10
classes c, for each range of density estimates [0.1·n,0.1·(n+1)].
We find the posteriors p(s|c) by embedding 1 million 11× 11
patches from the entire dataset.
Epitomic label super-resolution. Again following [25], we
estimate the mean TIL densities in each probability range, p(`|c)
and set a uniform prior p(c). We then produce the probabilities
of TIL presence per position p(`|s) by the LSR algorithm.
We then evaluate our models on the data for which high-res
labels exist by sampling 11 × 11 patches x containing the
center pixel – 100 for each test image – and computing the
mean probability of TIL presence
∑
s p(`|s)p(s|x) as the
final prediction score. We obtained better results when we
instead averaged the probability of TIL presence anywhere in
Model Label training set AUC
Manual features SVM [45, 18] HR 0.713
CNN [18] HR 0.494
CNN with pretraining [18] HR 0.786
U-Net neural LSR [25] LR + color masks 0.783
Non-div. epitomic LSR LR 0.794
Div. epitomic LSR LR 0.801
Table 2: Performance of various methods on the TIL
segmentation task. We report the area under the ROC curve.
Figure 7: Epitomes trained on tumor imagery and the
embedding of the tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte label. The
model on the right was trained with self-diversification.
an embedded patch in the epitome, that is, convolved p(`|s)
with a 11× 11 uniform filter before computing this sum.
Results. As summarized in Table 2, our epitomic LSR
outperforms all previous methods, including both the supervised
models and the neural LSR, with the self-diversifying epitomes
providing the greatest improvement. The results suggest that
TIL identification is a highly local problem, and deep CNNs,
with their large receptive fields, can nevertheless not tackle it
as well as our epitomic approach, requiring hand-engineered
features or unsupervised pretraining to achieve even comparable
performance.
In addition, epitomes are entirely unsupervised and thus
amenable to adaptation to new tasks, such as classifying other
types of cells: given coarse label data, we may simply embed
it into the pretrained epitomes and perform LSR.
6. Conclusions
Motivated by the observation that deep convolutional
networks usually have a small effective receptive field, we
revisit simple patch mixture models, in particular, epitomes. As
generative models that allow addition of latent variables, these
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approaches have several advantages. They are interpretable: an
epitome looks like the imagery on which it was trained (Fig. 2).
The desired invariances can be directly modeled with additional
hidden variables, as [12] modeled the illumination. They can be
combined with other statistical procedures, as we show with our
novel label super-resolution formulation (Sec. 4). They can be
pretrained on a large amount of unlabeled data so that a small
number of labeled points are needed to train prediction models,
and they can be a base of hierarchical or pyramidal models that
reason over long ranges, e.g., [9, 34, 42, 11, 23].
Just as deep neural networks suffered from the vanishing
gradient problem for years, before such innovations as stagewise
pre-training [15], dropout [41], and the recognition of the numer-
ical advantages of ReLU units [26], the epitomic representations
had suffered from their own numerical problems stemming from
the large dynamic range of the posterior distributions in large
epitomes. As a remedy, we designed a new large-scale epitome
learning algorithm that allowed us to run experiments on hun-
dreds of billions of pixels and show that simply through mining
patch self-similarity, epitomic representations outperform the
state of the art in domain transfer and label super-resolution in
land cover mapping and pathology image segmentation.
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A. Code
We provide sample code here: https://github.
com/anthonymlortiz/epitomes_lsr. The code
includes an example of a 2× downsampled 2 × 2km tile
of aerial imagery and the associated high-res and low-res
labels. Run the notebook train epitome.ipynb to
visualize the iterations of epitome training on this area. Run
self epitomic sr.ipynb to visualize single-image
label super-resolution. (The corresponding static HTML files
can also be used for viewing. Some outputs of the first notebook
are shown in Fig. 10.)
We feel that the code sample is small enough and clear
enough that the reader can play with it immediately, perhaps
even with their own data.
B. Epitomic LSR in the IEEE-GRSS competition
The IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society ran
a competition on a task almost identical to the label super-
resolution application on land cover described above and in the
main paper. We show here that we can match the top results
in the competition through analysis only of the validation set
(986 images), without ever looking at the very large training set
of over 180k pairs of satellite images and their low-res labels.
The goal of the current IEEE GRSS data fusion competition
[4] is to infer high-resolution (10m) DFC2020 labels in 8
classes (forest, shrubland, grassland, wetland, cropland, urban,
barren, water) based on high-resolution (10m) 12-band Sentinel
imagery and low-resolution (500m) MODIS labels (Fig. 9).
To that end, a training set of around 180k 256× 256 Sentinel
images [39] and the corresponding MODIS labels [1] was
provided, and the competition was performed on class average
accuracy on a validation set (986 images) and a test set. The
validation set stage of the competition, in which 70 teams
officially participated, is now over, and the ground truth
high-resolution labels for the validation set are now publicly
available [5], making the following analysis possible.
The baseline methods [40] used both random forests and
deep CNNs, which all achieved average accuracy not more than
54.1%. The top 10 teams’ average accuracies on the validation
set ranged between 68% and 71%. While we do not know how
much data these teams used and which methods were tested by
the teams in the competition, given the number of participants,
it is probably safe to assume that convolutional neural networks
and random forests were used in a variety of ways, as they were
in last year’s IEEE-GRSS competition [2] and by the compe-
tition’s other winners [3]. Yet, our approach is a straightforward
mixture model as described here and in the main text.
In particular, we start with a simple color clustering model,
equivalent to learning an epitome with patch size 1×1) because
Sentinel imagery has many more bands than NAIP imagery,
making separation of certain classes easier. For example, richer
spectral information simplifies separating water from urban/built
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Figure 8: 299 × 299 epitome of Sentinel imagery (RGB
channels shown) and the output of the LSR algorithm, coded
using the standard 10-class color scheme from [40].
Figure 9: Examples of high-res imagery, low-res labels, and
high-res labels from the IEEE GRSS competition dataset.
surfaces, as well as both of those from vegetation. However,
classifying the rest of the classes (forests, grassland, shrubland,
barren, and croplands) requires analyzing spatial patterns, so we
built an 299×299 epitome model with 7x7 patches (Fig. 8). LSR
is performed in each model, using as p(`|c) the statistical table
provided by Fig. 3 in [40]. Then, we ensemble these predictions.
The color-only model (1× 1 patches) achieves an average
accuracy of 65.4%. The epitome model (7× 7 patches) yields
65.5%. Either score would rank as 14/70. We ensemble these
by trusting the color-only model’s predictions on the easily
confused shrubland and barren classes to get average accuracy
68%, placing the model at 11/70.
However, it is important to note that the ground truth labels
themselves are not entirely accurate, as they were created in
a semi-manual manner, rather than fully manually [40]. The
artifacts in the ground truth labels (Fig. 9) indicate that this
‘ground truth’ is actually based on a convolutional network’s
predictions (probably on lots of HR data).
To verify this, we trained a small neural network (a 5-layer
fully convolutional network with two 3 × 3 convolutions
and three 1 × 1 convolutions) on the predictions of our best
ensemble model to introduce similar inductive biases, and this
network reaches 70.7%, the top score on the leaderboard.
In summary, using the simple statistical models described
in this paper, it is possible to match the top score in an
international competition in weakly supervised land cover
mapping. Furthermore, our unsupervised learning approach is
much more data-efficient than most modern-day supervised
learning techniques, as evidenced by the fact that our results
needed only 986 out of over 180k images in training.
C. The vanishing posterior problem in EM and
SGD epitome learning
As derived in [20], the original EM algorithm for epitome
learning optimizes the log likelihood
∑
t
log
S∑
s=1
p(xt|s)p(s) (12)
by iterating two steps. First, the image patches xt are mapped
to the epitome using the posterior p(s|x) ∝ p(x|s)p(s), with
log p(x|s) = const +
∑
i,j,k
xi,j,kµsi+i,sj+j,k (13)
−
∑
i,j,k
µ2si+i,sj+j,k
σ2si+i,sj+j,k
+ logσ2si+i,sj+j,k.
Thus, the E step is efficiently performed with convolutions,
creating the posterior p(s|x) used in the M step which
re-estimates epitome parameters by averaging the pixels from
the patches based on their locations and posterior mapping. For
example, the mean epitome is re-estimated as
µm,n,k =
∑
t
∑
(si,sj)
xtm−si,n−sj,kp(si, sj|xt)∑
t
∑(m,n)
si,sj
p(si, sj|xt)
(14)
where inner summations over si, sj in numerator and de-
nominator are performed over windows Wsi,sj containing
the pixel m,n: for a K × K patch xt, (si, sj) goes from
(m − K + 1, n − K + 1) to (m,n). We readily recognize
that both numerator and denominator consist of convolutions of
theK ×K patch xt with the posteriorN ×N posterior map
p(si, sj|xt) over anN ×N epitome.
The main numerical difficulty with epitome training is that
the posterior map can be zero in many places, as the conse-
quence of a large dynamic range of the values computed in Eq.
13, especially as the variances contract during learning. Upon
exponentiation to obtain p(x|s), some locations in the epitome
may get their probability clipped to zero, and posterior p(s|x)
used in Eq. 14 is proportional to p(x|s)p(s). If all data patches
avoid certain pixels in the epitome, then those locations stop be-
ing updated. Note that this is not a local minimum problem, but
purely a numerical precision issue. Avoiding division by zero by
adding a small constant to the numerator and the denominator in
Eq. 14 and subtracting the maximum in Eq. 13 before exponen-
tiation do nothing to remedy this problem: The areas of the epit-
ome that die off simply get filled with the mean of all pixels seen
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in training. In practice EM training usually has to be carefully
coaxed out of these situations, for example by training first with
larger patches and later with smaller ones. The larger patches
hit more pixels making it less likely that some epitome locations
will never be part of the component s for which at least one
data point xt shows a measurable posterior after exponentiation.
For a regular mixture model the problem can be remedied by
keeping track of the highest value of the posterior p(s|xt) over
all data points. In epitomes, because of parameter sharing, this
is not trivial. In [21], the authors introduce a solution which eval-
uates different epitome parts with different levels of precision.
The number of precision levels is finite, and the complexity of
the learning algorithm scales linearly with the number of levels,
which makes the approach impractical for very large epitomes
where we could have very large dynamic ranges in the posterior.
The numerical difficulties arising from vanishing poste-
riors persist if the model is trained by stochastic gradient
descent on the parameters of the model. For a mixture
model p(x) =
∑
s p(x|s)p(s), with the mixture components
parametrized by p(x|s) = p(x; θs) and the prior by p(s) ∝ epis ,
the posterior factors into the gradient of the log-likelihood:
d log p(x; θ,pi)
dθsi,sj
= p(si, sj|x; θ,pi)d log p(x; θ)
dθsi,sj
,
d log p(x; θ,pi)
dpisi,sj
= p(si, sj|x; θ,pi).
In the situation of epitomes, some θs are shared among different
s. The gradients with respect to parameters at a given position
vanish if all posteriors in a window around the position vanish.
Furthermore, batch training and the posterior sampling described
below can make it even more likely to loose parts of the epitome
during training. As described in Section 3 of the main text, we
use a location promotion strategy to solve this problem.
D. Large scale epitome training implementation
details
The sample code is simple enough that it can serve in lieu of
a pseudo-code algorithm statement, with the following details
in mind.
D.1. Training details and parameters
All of our epitome models were implemented using the
PyTorch package [32] for efficient computation on the GPU;
we also have efficient Matlab implementations for CPU. The
epitomes are trained on variable-size patches, 11 × 11 to
31 × 31. For patches of size w, we smooth the probabilities
p(xt|s) by temperature (w/11)2. The means are initialized
randomly, distributed as 0.5 + unif(0,0.1). For stability, the
variances are parametrized by their inverses 1/σ2, initialized
at 10 and clipped between 1 and 100, and the priors are
parametrized in the log domain, initialized at 0 and clipped
between −4 and 4. They were trained for 50000 iterations
with a batch size of 256 (aerial imagery) or 30000 iterations
with a batch size of 64 (pathology imagery), using the Adam
optimizer [22] with initial learning rate 0.003.
For the location promotion mechanism in training, we use
a threshold of 10−8 · (batch size). For the 499 × 499 aerial
imagery epitomes, this amounts to c ≈ 0.64, and for the
299× 299 pathology epitomes, c ≈ 0.057. The counter reset
threshold is δ = 0.05: after 0.95 of the epitome has hit its
threshold, the counters are zeroed.
D.2. Evaluation by sampling
Here we explain the high-res label embedding and recon-
struction method mentioned in Section 5.1. For a given patch x
with high-res labels y, we compute the posterior distribution of
epitome positions p(s|x). To embed the labels y – that is, to add
them, appropriately weighted, to the the counts that give p(`|s),
it would be necessary to convolve the 11× 11 patch of labels
with the posterior. It is more efficient, and equivalent in expecta-
tion, to sample several locations from the posterior distribution
and to add the labels y to the counts surrounding those locations.
We use 16 samples in our experiments. (Because the posterior
distributions tend to be peaky, this does not affect the results
greatly.) This also explains why there are unmapped areas in
the middle column of Fig. 6: the eight epitomes were trained
individually, but when they were combined as components
of a uniform mixture, those areas were captured by the other
epitomes and were never sampled. Similarly, in reconstruction,
for a given patch x, we sample several positions s∗n from the
posterior distribution and sum the labels in windows around
the s∗n to form the output predictions for x.
E. On domain transfer: Comparison of the
posterior distributions for land cover regions
Fig. 11 shows the eight components of the land cover
epitome (Fig. 6 in the main text) and the posterior distributions
in the South and North regions. Observe that the South data is
more uniformly mapped. Also, notice the different distribution
in forested areas: for example, the light-green forests are rare
in North. The change in data distribution is in this way easily
detectable and explain why U-Nets do not transfer from the
South to the North. Our epitome training is based on the diver-
sification criterion targeting only the distribution over the input
patches xt, but favoring the worst modeled patches. The forests
of the North where U-Nets make errors can actually be found
in the South, too, but they are just more rare. The diversification
training learns these patterns, too, and the epitomic classification
is not confused by these patterns in the North, resulting in 20%
increase in accuracy (see the top of Table 1 in main).
F. Label super-resolution
In Fig. 14 we provide the standard National Land Cover
Database (NLCD) class descriptions [16] and color legend in
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Figure 10: Above: The 1024× 1024 image from our sample code. Below: 299× 299 epitome µi,j parameters at selected iterations
of epitome training (after 32,64,128, . . . ,4096 batches of 256 patches), shown at the same scale.
Fig. 14. We use the same colors in all NLCD visualizations
here and in the main text. In Table 3 we also provide the p(`|c)
statistics from [25] which we used in our experiments.
In Fig. 13 we show a few more results of the single-tile LSR
technique for visual inspection of both accurate and inaccurate
predictions. But first, as promised in the main text, we address
the possibility of performing LSR simply using pixel colors.
As discussed in the main text, our label super-resolution
technique iterates equations
q`,c(s) ∝ p(`|s)p(s|c). (15)
and
p(`|s) ∝
∑
c
p(c)p(`|c)q`,c(s). (16)
Here, we assume that the texture components indexed by s
are associated with classes c through p(s|c), and the iterative
procedure finds association between the components and
high-res labels `, i.e. the distribution p(`|s). A straightforward
interpretation of this is that components s are associated with
image patches, and so p(`|s) only tells us the (probability of)
label ` of the whole prototype s, and therefore the patches
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Figure 11: Left: Epitomes (total area 2 · 106 pixels) trained on imagery from the South region.
Middle: The log posterior over positions for 31× 31 patches in the South region.
Right: The log posterior over positions for 31× 31 patches in the North region.
mapped to it. Thus, without the epitomic reasoning in Eq. 7 in
the main text, the granularity with which we can assign high-res
labels would depend on the patch size, and to get to the highest
possible resolution, we would have to assume that s indexes
the prototypes of a single pixel size. In other words, s would
simply refer to a color clustering of the image (precisely, a
component of a mixture model on colors).
Fig. 12 illustrates such an approach. Using a single 1km2
RGBI tile, we train a mixture of 48 4-dimensional diagonal
Gaussians indexed by s and show the cluster assignments for
each pixel to these 48 clusters using a random color palette. The
term p(s|c) is then computed simply by computing the 48× 20
matrix of co-occurrences of clusters s and coarse classes c,
which are also shown in the figure, and then normalizing the
matrix appropriately. Iterating the two equations above now
leads to the 4 × 48 mapping of labels ` to components s in
form of the distribution p(`|s). When the most likely label is
assigned to each cluster, we obtain the LSR result shown in
the last panel in the figure. The resulting HR predictions are
remarkable given that only pixel colors were used, but they
also, unsurprisingly, exhibit a scattering of predicted impervious
pixels all over the image, and in general a fairly speckled result.
In addition, the model confuses the main road in the patch with
fields and forests. On the other hand, the epitomic pixel-wise
reasoning described in the main text yields the result shown in
the first row of Fig. 13, where the road is accurately predicted
and the speckles are generally suppressed, indicating that our
technique reasons about larger patterns and the individual pixels
within them to assign single-pixel-level labels.
NLCD class water forest field imperv.
Open water .97 .01 .01 .02
Developed, Open Space .00 .42 .46 .11
Developed, Low .01 .31 .34 .35
Developed, Medium .01 .14 .21 .63
Developed, High .01 .03 .07 .89
Barren Land .09 .13 .45 .32
Deciduous Forest .00 .92 .06 .01
Evergreen Forest .00 .94 .05 .01
Mixed Forest .01 .92 .06 .02
Shrub/Scrub .00 .71 .26 .03
Grassland/Herbaceous .01 .38 .54 .07
Pasture/Hay .00 .11 .86 .03
Cultivated Crops .00 .11 .86 .03
Woody Wetlands .01 .90 .08 .00
Emergent Wetlands .11 .07 .81 .01
Table 3: Statistics p(`|c) of the four HR labels in 15 of the 20
land cover classes that appear in our data. Statistics are from
[25]. Our model did not use the available uncertainty in the
statistics, but priors can easily be added in our model (See the
future work section)
G. Future work
We and other researchers interested in the epitomic
representations discussed here have many possible follow-up
research directions to explore.
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Figure 12: Color LSR
As our models are easy to interpret, they can be used in
scenarios where the predictions or just their errors have to be ex-
plained. The errors of the model as a predictor of high-res labels
can be tracked not only to individual patches in the epitome, but
through the epitome back to other patches in the data. In fact,
as we discussed above, the visualization in Fig. 11 can be used
to understand the domain shift of other models, such as U-Nets.
Traceability back to the training patches can also be used to
further improve models through efficient hierarchical matching
where the input patch is ultimately compared with an individual
training patch, rather than its compressed version in the epitome.
It is also interesting to think about encoding various types
of invariances as latent variables in the model, e.g. global
illumination or local deformation variables.
The results in Fig. 13 all use the same statistics in Table
3 in inference, even though, clearly, the actual statistics of
occurrence of different land cover labels in different NLCD
classes will vary from image to image, indicating that the model
is fairly robust to errors in these statistics. It would be interesting
to see just how robust the approach is, and in particular, if the
simplified summary statistics described in Fig. 14 could be used,
or if it is possible to super-resolve a user’s estimate of label
percentage in a user-defined area in human-in-the-loop schemes.
While our label super-resolution formulation only uses the
average frequencies of labels ` in different classes c shown in
Table 3 and applies these on the entire dataset, or an entire single
tile, the recent LSR work [25] also used the uncertainty esti-
mates (variances on the frequencies across different 30m blocks).
In their approach, a training cost is defined so that it uses both
means and variances to match the statistics over predicted HR la-
bels in each block, rather than summarily across the entire image.
It is possible to use this information in our method, too. E.g.,
the label frequency variance can be used to set an appropriate
Dirichlet prior on the p(`|c) for each tile or even an individual
30m block, and then treat the parameters p(`|c) as latent.
To infer labels for an image using the epitomes and p(`|s)
maps in Fig. 6 of the main text, we need to sample a large
number of patches, covering the entire image, and compare
them with the epitomes. In our current implementation, the
inference time is within an order of magnitude of the U-Net’s
computational cost. However, the inference can be sped up
through experimentation with sampling strategies. It would also
be interesting to study approximate, e.g., coarse-to-fine, epitome
mapping techniques, or even learnable indexing techniques that
would speed up the label inference.
It would be interesting to test epitomic representations on
recognition tasks.
Previous work on epitomic representations recognized that
patch models are powerful in modeling local patterns larger than
the patch size, as the patches effectively get quilted into larger
patterns, and just a few longer range relationships can go a long
way towards grounding the quilting or capturing relationships
useful in recognition [9, 34]. Through a similar type of reason-
ing in models based on large scale epitomes it may be possible
to further improve segmentation and recognition performance,
e.g., in case of long features such as rivers and roads.
Recent work such as [7] has shown that the current state of
the art in recognition is highly dependent on texture features,
rather than image shapes. But, models we describe here can
also be built on mask (shape) patches, as was shown in the
paper that introduced epitomes [20], and also used in early
co-segmentation work [19].
Beyond inspiration from those epitome works, we can
use a variety of generative modeling work (before GANs and
autoencoders), as discussed in the conclusions of the main
paper, to build hierarchical models. But, using neural models of
texture in combination with statistical reasoning is also possible.
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Figure 13: Examples of single-tile (self-epitomic) LSR using 7× 7 patches on 2× downsampled images. The first row provides
the analysis of the same tile shown super-resolved with a simple color model in Fig. 12. The rest are selected to illustrate both the
success and failure modes of the single-tile approach.
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Figure 14: National land cover database (NLCD) legend: descriptions and the color code. [16]
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